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Abstract-Consider the motion of a curve in the plane under its mean curvature. It is a very 
interesting problem to investigate what happens when there are intersection points on the curve at 
which the mean curvature is singular. In this paper, we study this issue numerically by solving 
the Allen-Cahn equation and the nonlocal evolution equation with Kac potential. The Allen-Cahn 
equation is discretized by a monotone scheme, and the nonlocal evolution equation with Kac potential 
is discretized by the spectral method. Several curves with intersection points under motion by mean 
curvature are studied. From a simple analysis and our numerical results, we find that which direction 
to split of the curve at the intersection point depends on the angle of the curve at the point, i.e., 
it splits in horizontal direction when the angle o/ > 7r/2, in vertical direction when LY < 7r/2, and in 
either direction when 01 = n/2. @ 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 

Keywords-Motion by mean curvature, Allen-Cahn equation, Kac potential, Nonlocal evolution 
equation, Intersection point. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
There are many natural and industrial problems in which sharp interfaces form and propagate, 
especially singularities and topological changes which appeared during the motion of the inter- 
faces. Notable examples include the growth of crystalline materials, the interaction between fluid 
and solid, the processing and enhancement of images, the evolution of ecological systems, and 
the waves of excitation that occur in heart and neural tissue. 

To model these and other complex phenomena, a wide variety of mathematical models have 
been proposed. For instance, the level set method is a successful phenomelogical model in numer- 
ically computing front propagation problems that can handle naturally singularities and topo- 
logical changes such as breaking and merging [1,2]. The Allen-Cahn equation is introduced 
for antiphase boundary motion and motion of curve under its mean curvature [3-51. The non- 
local evolution equation with Kac potential is proposed in studying the macroscopic behavior 
of the spin system with Kac potential and Glauber dynamics [6-lo]. Cellular automata were 
used to model the formation and dynamics of patterns in a variety of chemical, biological, and 
ecological systems [ll-141. A diff usion-generated algorithm is proposed for motion by mean 
curvature [15-191. 
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Mathematically, we do not know rigorously what happens for the models when they are used 
to describe motion of a curve with intersection points under its mean curvature. On the contrary, 
here we study this issue numerically. The aim of this paper is to study numerically what happens 
to motion of a curve with intersection points under its mean curvature when using the Allen-C& 
equation and nonlocal evolution equation with Kac potential. From the numerical results, we 
can get hints to study the issue in a rigorous way, i.e., mathematically. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we study the issue by using the Allen-Cahn 
equation, including discretization and numerical results. In Section 3, we study the issue by using 
the nonlocal evolution equation with Kac potential. In Section 4, some conclusions are drawn. 

2. THE ALLEN-CAHN EQUATION 

In this section, we study numerically what happens for the Allen-Cahn equation when it is 
used to describe the motion of a curve’with intersection points under its mean curvature. 

2.1. The Equation 

Let l?e be a curve in W2. The motion of I’,-, under its mean curvature can be described by the 
Allen-Cahn equation [3] 

u~=nu+ $u (1 - 212) , 42, Y, 0) = Uo(? Y), (2.1) 

where the initial data -1 _< ue (IC, y) 5 1 is a monotone function near I’e, Fe is the zero contour of 
uo(~, y), and E is a small parameter. In fact, u = fl and u = 0 are stationary solutions of (2.1), 
and u = fl are stable equilibrium states, u = 0 is an unstable equilibrium state. The curve rt, 
moved from re under its mean curvature at time t, is the zero contour of the solution ~(2, y, t) 
of (2.1). The advantage of this model is that it deals with curvature implicitly. One need not 
compute the curvature explicitly during the motion. So it is very useful when one wants to study 
motion with singularities, topology changes, even with intersection points on the curve. 

2.2. Discretization 

To discretize equation (2. l), one needs to use a numerical method not only stable but also 
monotone in order to avoid incorrect solution. Here we choose the simplest method: second- 
order central scheme in space and forward-Euler scheme in time. Let h be the mesh size and k 
be the time step. The detail scheme is 

u;+it’ = u; -t ; (“;+L+lj + u;+ + u&+1 + U&l - 4u;) + -5. E2 23 ( 1 - u?.2 v ) 

= 12, 
( 

f (1 -ug)) u; + +:,lj + +i:-lj + ;u;+1 + $$-'. (2.2) 

To resolve the problem spatially, the mesh size h should be less than E, i.e., h < E. It is easy 
to see from (2.2) that the stable and monotone condition is k 5 h2/4. In fact, under this CFL 
condition, scheme (2.2) is a positive scheme due to -1 5 u; < 1. 

The initial data is chosen as 

UO(TY) = f ( f 
4~~ Y; ro) 

& > 
, (2.3) 

where d(z, y; re) is the signed distance from the point (5, y) to the curve ro and f(.) is an odd 
monotone function. The plus (or minus) sign is chosen if the point (z, y) is outside (or inside) 
the curve ro. 
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2.3. Direction to be Split at the Intersection Point 

As shown in Figure 1, P is the intersection point, part of the initial curve I’c (solid line) and 
grid points (‘.’ points) around P are depicted. Suppose that cx is the angle at the intersection 
point P and the grid points C, Q and D, R are inside and outside IO, respectively. 

From the initial condition (2.3), we have 

&I, = f 
23 ( 

*4%YGo) 
& > 

> i =0,&l,..., j=O,ztl,.... 

From Figure 1, we have 

/P&l = IPRl = h, I&S1 = hsin g, lRTl= hcos;, (2.5) 

where ( . ( denotes the length of the segment. This implies 

u” -0 oo- 7 (-hsi;12) , ( hco;ai2) . (2.6) 

Substituting (2.6) into (2.2) with n = i = j = 0, notice that f is odd, and one obtains 

“;o=o+; 2f - [ ( hsinE”/2) +2f(hc0s”‘2) -01 +;o(l-o’) 

2j [f(-hsi:“‘“)+f(hco~~12)] 

= $ [,(ho;@) _f(hsiyP)] 
(2.7) 

Thus, at time t = ti = k, the intersection point P is inside rtlr i.e., split in the horizontal 
direction, when 7r/2 < Q < q outside Itlr i.e., split in vertical direction, when 0 < (I < ~12; 
on rtl when QI = 7r/2. For the case of o = n/2, the angle a at the intersection point P will be 
greater than 7r/2 to less than 7r/2 at some time t > 0 due to the motion of I’0 or round-off error 
in computer. In this case, the curve splits in either direction. 

Figure 1. Part of the curve ro and grid points near the intersection point P. 
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2.4. Numerical Results 

Using the above numerical method, we study motions of different curves Fe, with intersection 
points which are at the origin, under their mean curvatures. The problem is solved on [-0.5, 0.512. 
Periodic boundary conditions are used in the computation. We choose E = 0.01, the mesh size 
h = l/256, and time step k = 0.0000025. In our computation, the initial data is chosen as 

uo(x, y) = tanh * ( db;G’o)). 

EXAMPLE 1. Motion of a circle under its mean curvature. We choose I’0 = {(x, y) : x2 + y2 = 
0.42}, i.e., it is a circle centered at the origin with radius ra = 0.4. In this example, the circle will 
shrink to the origin and finally disappear. At time 0 5 t 5 0.08, It is also a circle centered at 
the origin with radius r = dm. Figure 2 shows the motion of I’s under its mean curvature 
at to = 0, tl = 0.035, t2 = 0.06, t3 = 0.075, t4 = 0.078, and t5 = 0.08. The corresponding radius 
of the circles are r-0 = 0.4, rr = 0.3, rz = 0.2, rs = 0.1, r4 = 0.0632, rs = 0, respectively. From 
this figure, we can see IO shrinks under its mean curvature and eventually disappears. 

EXAMPLE 2. Motion of a curve with an intersection point at which the angle Q! = 7r/2. Figure 2 
shows the motion of PO under its mean curvature at to = 0, tl = 0.001, t2 = 0.004, t3 = 0.008, 
t4 = 0.012, and t5 = 0.016. From this figure, we can see F. splits at its intersection point in the 
vertical direction. Our numerical experiments, as well as the results in Example 5, show that the 
vertical break-up is unstable under discretizations. In Figure 3, as well as Figures 4-10, IO is 
shown in the corresponding figure with to = 0 and the intersection point is at the origin. 

EXAMPLE 3. Motion of a curve with an intersection point at which the angle (Y = 2 tan-’ 2 > ~12. 
Figure 4 shows the motion of IO under its mean curvature at to = 0, tl = 0.001, t2 = 0.004, 
t3 = 0.008, t4 = 0.012, and t5 = 0.016. From this figure, we can see Fe splits at its intersection 
point in the horizontal direction. In fact, from our numerical experiments, we find I’0 always 
splits at its intersection point in the horizontal direction when the angle a! > rr/2. 

EXAMPLE 4. Motion of a curve with an intersection point at which the angle Q! = 2 tan-’ l/2 < 
7r/2. Figure 5 shows the motion of IO under its mean curvature at to = 0, tl = 0.001, t2 = 0.002, 
t3 = 0.004, t4 = 0.008, and t5 = 0.01. From this figure, we can see Fo splits at its intersection 
point in the vertical direction. In fact, from our numerical experiments, we find IO always splits 
at its intersection point in the vertical direction when the angle (II < r/2. 

EXAMPLE 5. Motion of a curve with an intersection point at which the angle a = 7r/2 and a 
small circle, which is centered at (0,0.3) with radius re, near the intersection point. Figure 6 
shows the motion of Ie under its mean curvature at to = 0, tl = 0.001, t2 = 0.004, t3 = 0.008, 
t4 = 0.012, and t5 = 0.016 with TO = 0.05 and re = 0.1. From this figure, we can see PO splits 
at its intersection point in the vertical direction when re = 0.05, i.e., in the same way as without 
the small circle (cf. Figure 2); and in the horizontal direction when TO = 0.1, i.e., in an opposite 
direction as without the small circle (cf. Figure 2). In fact, from our numerical experiments, we 
find PO always splits at the origin in horizontal direction when ro 2 0.095, and in the vertical 
direction when the angle TO 5 0.0925. 

EXAMPLE 6. Motion of a curve with an intersection point at which the angle LY = 2 tan-’ l/2 < 
n/2 and a small circle, which is centered at (0,0.3) with radius ro, near the intersection point. 
Figure 7 shows the motion of Fe under its mean curvature at to = 0, tl = 0.001, t2 = 0.002, 
ts = 0.004, t4 = 0.008, and ts = 0.01 with re = 0.1. From this figure, we can see PO splits at its 
intersection point in the vertical direction, i.e., in the same way as without the small circle (cf. 
Figure 3). In fact, from our numerical experiments, we find I’e always splits at the origin in the 
vertical direction when a! < r/2 even with a small circle near the intersection point. 
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Figure 2. Numerical results for Example 1. E = 0.01, h = l/256, k = 0.0000025. 
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Figure 3. Numerical results for Example 2. ‘+’ is the intersection point. a = r/2, 
E = 0.01, h = l/256, k = 0.0000025. 
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Figure 4. Numerical results for Example 3. ‘+’ is the inters&ion point,. a = 
2 tan-’ 2 > 7r/2. E = 0.01, h = l/256, k = 0.0000025. 
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Figure 5. Numerical results for Example 4. ‘+’ is the intersection point. a = 
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Figure 6. Numerical results for Example 5. ‘+’ is the intersection point. 01 = n/2. 
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Figure 6. (cont.) 
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Figure 7. Numerical results for Example 6. ‘+’ is the intersection point. (I = 
2tan-’ l/2 < r/2, ro = 0.1. E = 0.01, h = l/256, k = 0.0000025. 
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Figure 8. Numerical results for Example 7. ‘+’ is the intersection point. a = 7r/2, 
E = 0.01. 
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Figure 9. Numerical results for Example 8. ‘+’ is the intersection point. o = 
2 tan-l 2 > r/2, E = 0.01, h = l/256, k = 0.0000025. 
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Figure 10. Numerical results for Example 9. ‘+’ is the intersection point. LY = 
2 tan-’ l/2 < a/2, E = 0.01, h = l/256, k = 0.0000025. 
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EXAMPLE 7. Motion of a curve with two intersection segments and with an angle cr = s/2 at 
the intersection point. In this example and the next two, the plus (or minus) sign of the sign 
distance function in (2.3) is chosen if the point (x, y) is in left-right parts (or bottom-top parts) 
of the curve rc. Figure 8 shows the motion of re under its mean curvature at te = 0, tr = 0.008, 
t2 = 0.016, t3 = 0.024, t4 = 0.05, and t5 = 0.2. From this figure, we can see I’s splits at its 
intersection point either in the vertical direction or in the horizontal direction. Which direction 
to break up is due to the round-off error. 

EXAMPLE 8. Motion of a curve with two intersection segments and with an angle (Y = 2 tan-’ 2 > 
1r/2 at the intersection point. Figure 9 shows the motion of l?c under its mean curvature at 
to = 0, tl = 0.001, t2 = 0.008, t3 = 0.016, t4 = 0.024, and t5 = 0.032. From this figure, we 
can see rc splits at its intersection point in the horizontal direction. In fact, from our numerical 
experiments, we find rc always splits at its intersection point in the horizontal direction when 
the angle a! > 7r/2. 

EXAMPLE 9. Motion of a curve with two intersection segments and with an angle (Y = 2 tan-’ x 
l/2 < 1r/2 at the intersection point. Figure 16 shows the motion of l?e under its mean curvature 
at to = 0, tr = 0.001, t2 = 0.004, t3 = 0.012, t4 = 0.02, and t5 = 0.028. From this figure, we 
can see Fe splits at its intersection point in the vertical direction. In fact, from our numerical 
experiments, we find l?e always splits at its intersection point in the vertical direction when the 
angle (Y < n/2. 

From Figures 3-10, we can see that which direction to split of the curve at the intersection 
point depends on the angle of the curve at the point, i.e., it splits in the horizontal direction when 
the angle cy > ~12, in vertical direction when Q < 7r/2, and in either direction when a = ~12. 

3. NONLOCAL EVOLUTION 
EQUATION WITH KAC POTENTIAL 

In this section, we study numerically what happens for the nonlocal evolution equation with 
Kac potential when it is used to describe motion of a curve with intersection points under its 
mean curvature. 

3.1. The Equation 

Another model that is also commonly used in practice for the motion of l?e under its mean 
curvature is the nonlocal evolution equation with Kac potential [6] 

1 
Ut = - 

&2 ( 
-u+tanh(/3J(E)*u)), u(qy,O)=uo(z,y), (3.1) 

where ,0 > 1 is a positive constant, the initial function UO(Z, y) is monotone near rc, I’s is the zero 
contour of uc(z, y), and JcE) (x2 +y2) = E-~J(E-~(z~ +y”)) with J the normalized Kac potential, 
i.e., s J(z, y) dxdy = 1. Here we use the notation J cE) * u to denote the convolution of JcE) 
and u. The curve rtr moved from l?c under its mean curvature at time t, is the zero contour of 
the function U(Z, y, t). This model is obtained from the evolution of an Ising spin system with 
Kac potential J in the limit when the inverse range of the potential goes to 0. It describes the 
macroscopic behavior of the spin system with Kac potential and Glauber dynamics. 

3.2. Discretization 

We use forward Euler for time discretization, i.e., 

(3.2) 
ui j n+l = u; + - ,“z [-us + tanh (p ( JcE) * u-1 ij)] 

= 
( > 

I- -$ IL; + f tanh (P (J@) * d‘) ij) , 
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where the convolution J(“) * 2~~ is computed by FFT. Th e mesh size h should resolve E, i.e., h < E. 
The stability condition is k < 1/s2. 

The initial data is chosen as 

u,,(z, y) = zLp tanh ( d(y$‘o)) , + 

where d(z, y; I’o) is the signed distance function and the constants &UP are stationary solution 
of (3.1), with up the strictly positive solution of 

UP = tanh(p ~0). (3.4) 

3.3. Numerical Results 

In the computation, we take the Kac potential as the Gaussian potential, i.e., 

J(x, y) = -&e-(~2+w", Jqc, y) = -L&~2+w4;21 

and ,8 = 2.0, thus, mp = 0.957504024 (cf. (3.4)), and solve all the examples in Section 2 on 
[-0.5, 0.512 with periodic boundary conditions. The mesh size is chosen as h = l/256, E = 0.01, 
and k = 0.00005. 

From our numerical experiments, we find that the splitting pattern at the intersection points 
obtained by this model are the same as those obtained by the Allen-Cahn equation. Thus, the 
detail figures are omitted here. 

4. CONCLUSION 

We study numerically the motion of a curve with intersection points in the plane under its 
mean curvature by using the Allen-Cahn equation and the nonlocal evolution equation with Kac 
potential. The numerical results, i.e., splitting pattern at the intersection point, obtained from 
these two models are the same. From our numerical results, we find that which direction to split 
of the curve at the intersection point depends on the angle of the curve at that point, i.e., it splits 
in horizontal direction when the angle a > ~12, in vertical direction when CY < 7r/2, and in either 
direction when cr = 7r/2. To study this splitting pattern mathematically is our future research 
interest. 
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